Abstract—In the area of Math Word Problem (MWP), various methods based on deep learning technology have been actively researched. Graph-to-Tree (Graph2Tree) is one of those methods which uses a graph-based encoder and a tree-based decoder to understand the word problem and generate a valid equation. This method is proven to be well-performed by achieving state-of-the-art on several benchmarks. However, on the benchmark of SV AMP, recent methods including Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq), Goal-driven Tree-Structured MWP Solver (GTS), and Graph2Tree performs poorly, unable to cope with several variation types that requires natural language comprehension capability. In this paper, we propose an improved version of Graph2Tree which considers the characteristics of natural language to understand the word problems. On top of the original Graph2Tree model, we additionally build Dependency Graph and enhance the Quantity Cell Graph to Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph. This helps a graph-based encoder to capture the relationship among words. Also, we introduce question embedding for the tree-based decoder to generate equation based on the question given as input. We conduct experiments to evaluate our model against the original Graph2Tree model on three available datasets: MAWPS, ASDiv-A, and SVAMP. We also present case studies to qualitatively examine the effectiveness of the methods and showed that our methods have improved the original Graph2Tree model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Math Word Problem (MWP) is a task of deriving mathematical equations and solutions when a question is given as the short text. To solve this task, strong natural language understanding ability, the world knowledge, and domain knowledge are needed. This is because the machine needs to fully understand the information that the question implies and needs to know what that question is asking machine to solve. Also, to derive the equation, machine needs to capture the relation between numbers and natural language and needs to extract relevant information that is needed to derive an equation to obtain the final solution for the given problem.

Up until now, there have been a lot of approaches trying to solve MWPs. Wang et al. [1] applied a vanilla sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model which maps a mathematical question to a solution equation. Encountering limitation to express the equation using only sequence, researchers made attempts to use the tree expressions [1], [2] and tree-based decoders [3], [4].

Following Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [6], graph-based neural networks [8]–[11] showed good performance on various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. For MWP task also, encoder-decoder models with graph network [12] and graph transformer based models [13], [14] have been proposed. Especially, Graph-to-Tree (Graph2Tree) model developed by Zhang et al. [15] combine a graph transformer and a tree-based decoder and achieved the state-of-the-art in various MWP benchmarks.

To evaluate the performance of the methods on MWP, various datasets including Math23K [16], MAWPS [17], and ASDiv [18] are used. The data contain mathematical problems, equations, and solutions (see table I for example). Recently, Patel et al. [19] tested several models including the state-of-the-art model, Graph2Tree, and found out that the previous datasets are not robust enough to serve as the benchmark datasets for evaluating the performance of the MWP task. To solve this problem, they created a new dataset, called SVAMP, by applying some variations over the word problems of one-unknown arithmetic MWP on a datasets of MAWPS and ASDiv-A. The results showed that existing models have much lower performance when tested on SVAMP than when tested on the previous datasets.

Inspired by the work in [19], this paper presents Graph2Tree+, an enhanced version of Graph2Tree considering variation types that SVAMP made on the benchmarks of MAWPS and ASDiv-A as an indicator of improvements. In particular, we design two graphs that can further enrich the information given to the graph-based encoder. The first one is Dependency Graph that defines the relationship between words. By letting model to know this relationship, we expect that the model can understand more about the text in MWP with information using characteristics of natural language. Second, we construct Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph. This graph is an improved version of the previous Quantity Cell Graph presented in Graph2Tree, which adds soft connection between quantity and words nearby the word related to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James want to distribute 190 apples to 4 students equally. When he took out the apples, 126 of them were rotten.</td>
<td>How many apples can each person have?</td>
<td>(190 - 126) / 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quantity. With this, we expect model can use more linguistic information for generating equations. Finally, we introduce question embedding vectors to provide the information of question sentence. By feeding this additional question information to the tree-based decoder we expect the model to generate each tree node considering what exactly the math word problem asks to calculate.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose methods of improving graph representation of the math word problem: **Dependency Graph** and **Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph**. With these, models can train using linguistic information of math word problem and can enrich the relation between words.

• We employ **question embedding** for the tree-based decoder when generating an equation. With this embedding, the model can generate equation conditioned on the question sentence, making sure that the generated equation is related to what the question is asking.

• We conduct experiments on three available MWP benchmark datasets and prove that our method outperforms the original Graph2Tree model, and are more robust in the case where variations are made onto the word problems.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first formulate the MWP task. Then, we briefly review the Graph2Tree [15] approach to solve the MWP task and some variations made on the previous datasets to build SVAMP [19] for robust evaluation.

A. Problem Formulation

The Math Word Problem (MWP) task requires machine to derive an equation that can actually be calculated when natural language problem is given. We denote the word problem as \( P \), which is a sequence consisting of word tokens and numeric values. Word tokens are represented as \( W_p = \{ w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_m \} \), whereas numeric values are denoted as \( N_p = \{ n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_l \} \). To solve MWP, our goal is to map \( P \) to a correct mathematical equation, denoted as \( E_p \), thus estimating a conditional probability of \( P(E_p|P) \). Since we focus on arithmetic operations only, \( E_p \) contains \( O \in \{ +, -, \times, \div \} \) and numbers \( N_p \).

B. Graph-to-Tree

To understand and to retrieve the relations in the given problem \( P \), Graph2Tree [15] uses graph-based encoder inspired by the graph transformer model [13]. This model first initialize the input node representation by learning hidden state representations of bidirectional LSTM neural networks.

First, **Quantity Cell Graph** \( G_{qcell} \) tries to enrich the representation of the quantities using the information given by the natural language description of the problem. It is constructed by connecting the quantity \( n_i \) and its related nodes \( w_j \in \{ w_{1i}, \ldots, w_{qi} \} \), which are extracted by using dependency parsing, constituency parsing, and POS tagging.

Secondly, **Quantity Comparison Graph** \( G_{qcomp} \) is added to give an information about the numerical value of a quantity and the relations between the quantities. Note that a directed edge between \( n_i \) to \( n_j \) is created only when \( n_i > n_j \) is true. Those two graphs are represented as adjacency matrices \( A_{qcell} \) and \( A_{qcomp} \), which are provided along with the initial node embeddings as an input to the graph transformer to construct the entire graph representation \( z_g \).

Now that the model have the knowledge extracted from the given word problem, it uses a tree-based decoder inspired by the Goal-driven Tree Structure (GTS) [4] to generate a valid equation for the given problem. This tree-based decoder builds the root node \( q_{root} \) using the graph representation \( z_g \) for the tree-based decoder to start with. Then, it generates the left child nodes conditioned on their parent node until the leaf node is produced, then it generates the right nodes. When generating a node, its value is predicted - if the predicted value is an operator, two empty child nodes are created, and if it is a quantity, the node becomes a leaf node.

C. SVAMP

By showing that the performance of various models significantly drops when they apply small variations over an existing
benchmarks, researchers of SVAMP suggest that the existing benchmarks of MWP are not robust enough to evaluate model performance. Thus, they built a new benchmark dataset, SVAMP, by applying variations on MAWPS and ASDiv-A, which are English MWP datasets of arithmetic problems.

The variations they made can be categorized into three types based on the ability they can expect for the ideal model: Question Sensitivity, Reasoning Ability, and Structural Invariance. Question Sensitivity changes either object or structure of the question, expecting model to derive the right equation when only the question of the problem is changed. Reasoning Ability adds or change information provided on the problem or invert the operation, expecting model to determine a change in reasoning of problem text. Structural Invariance adds irrelevant information or change order of objects or phrases, expecting model to understand the relationship between information retrieved so that it knows what is the information needed for problem solving.

### III. METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we propose three methods that can be applied to the original Graph2Tree to enhance their performance. Our model, Graph2Tree+, first encodes MWP text input using RoBERTa and put it into the BiLSTM to get the node representation. Simultaneously, three graphs are constructed: Quantity Comparison Graph ($G_{qcmp}$), Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph ($G_{soft}$), and Dependency Graph ($G_{dep}$). Method for constructing Quantity Comparison Graph has not been changed from the original Graph2Tree. Each of these graphs enriches the information about relationship between quantities, between quantity and words, and between words. After converting these three graphs as adjacency matrices, graph-based encoder learns entire graph representation $z_g$ using those matrices and learned node representation as an input. Then, we get question embedding $z_q$ and put it to global context $z_q$ to make sure that the model knows what given MWP is asking. Along with $z_g$, $z_q$ is used for tree-based decoder to generate the target equation that can be calculated for final solution. See Fig. 1 for more understandings.

#### A. Dependency Tree

The graph-based encoder of the original Graph2Tree model uses Quantity Cell Graphs and Quantity Comparison Graph as an input. Quantity Cell Graphs represent the relation between quantity and words whereas Quantity Comparison Graph represents the relation between quantities. However, none of them considers the relationships between words. The word problem $P$ is described in text and it is important to understand the relationship between words when understanding the natural language. When those relationships are well captured by the model, it can relate right information to solve the problem and can perform well regardless of the change in sentence structure or phrases.

We simply construct an additional graph call Dependency Graph to represent the word relationships. We first parse the MWP sentence to retrieve the dependency between words. This dependency represents the relationship between the words in $P$. Then, we convert the parsed tree into a graph by connecting parent node to a child node using a directed edge. The generated graph then transforms to adjacency matrix $A_{dep}$ by setting its value to 1 when two different words are connected or when a word is connected to its own-self. An example is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows a dependency parse tree and adjacency matrix formed with the sentence of “James wants to distribute 190 apples”. For adjacency matrix, black cell indicates the edge value of 1 when light gray cell indicates 0. The diagonal of the adjacency matrix is black since the words are connected to themselves.

#### B. Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph

In the original Graph2Tree model, Quantity Cell Graph $G_{qcell}$ was constructed by connecting quantity $n_i$ and related words $w_j$, setting its value to 1 for its adjacency matrix.
This let model to successfully know whether or not quantities and words are related to each other. However, this method assumes that the quantity-related words are correctly chosen. Furthermore, it has an limitation that it is hard to use the surroundings of selected word.

Therefore, we improve the previous Quantity Cell Graph by softly connecting surroundings of the quantity-related words to the question and named it Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph $G_{\text{soft}}$. Fig. 3 shows an example. As the distance between the words increases, the weight of the connected edge gradually decreases. This will result in adding a gradually decreasing weight on a vertical and horizontal line of place in adjacency matrix where the connected quantity and the quantity-related words meet. When the window size of related words is $k$, quantity $N_p = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_l\}$, and quantity-related words $W_p = \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_m\}$, the values of matrix $W_{\text{soft}}^{n_t}$ containing expanded weight from arbitrary $n_s$ and $w_t$ are calculated using the following equation:

$$W_{\text{soft}}^{n_t}[i,j] = \begin{cases} 1 - \left( \max(|j-w_t|, k) / k \right)^2 & \text{if } i = n_s \\ 1 - \left( \max(|i-n_s|, k) / k \right)^2 & \text{if } j = w_t \end{cases} \quad (1)$$

Thus, when $k = 4$, weight will be added to $W_{\text{soft}}^{n_t}$ on vertical range of $(w_t - 4, w_t + 4)$ and horizontal range of $(n_s - 4, n_s + 4)$ depending on the distance from $n_s$ and $w_t$, and those weights will be aggregated on the identical index $(i,j)$, clipped when the aggregated value goes over 1. Therefore, the value of the position $(i,j)$ in adjacency matrix $A_{\text{soft}}$ of Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph is defined as:

$$A_{\text{soft}}[i,j] = \min \left( \sum_s \sum_t W_{\text{soft}}^{n_t}[i,j], 1 \right) \quad (2)$$

For example, in original matrix of Fig. 3, there are no relations between “Amy” and other words. However, in our proposed matrix, the weight propagated from other relations provide softened weights computed by above equation to the row of “Amy”.

C. Question Embedding

To solve MWP, the model needs to find out the information what question requires from the given text. Even when the body text is identical, the solution depends largely on what question is asking for. Thus, in our model, we propose a question embedding $z_q$ added to the input of tree-based decoder directly. With this, decoder can generate an equation based on question embedding without any loss of question information.

To embed the question, we first use BiLSTM to convert text tokens into a node representation. We did not remove the question sentence from the problem sentence, but we used the last hidden state of the BiLSTM after feeding the question sentence as an additional input. Then, that last hidden state $z_q$ is simply concatenated to the graph representation $z_g$, passing feed forward network to combine those. By inputting question embedding into the global context directly, the model can generate and predict the tree nodes conditioned on question information, estimating $P(E_p|z_g, z_q)$.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To compare our proposed methods with the original Graph2Tree model, we conduct several experiments and analyzed the results to investigate the effects of each of the components that we applied to our model.

A. Implementation Detail

We trained all the models using the hyperparameters used in the experiments in [19] for the ease of comparison. We used the RoBERTa word embedding with a dimension of 768. The dimensions of the hidden states for layers are set to 384. The batch size and dropout rate are 8 and 0.5 respectively. We use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-5 for RoBERTa, 8e-4 for graph-based encoder and tree-based decoder, and used the weight decay of 1e-5. The models are trained for 50 epochs on NVIDIA 2080 Ti GPU. For preprocessing, we used the NLTK package [20] for word tokenizer, and used spaCy [21] for parsing the dependency tree. When $G_{dep}$ is used, the number of GCN head is set to 6 to give 2 heads per graph, whereas when $G_{dep}$ is not used, the number of GCN head is set to 4.

B. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Three datasets are used to compare our methods to the Graph2Tree model: SVAMP [19], MAWPS [17], and ASDiv-A [18]. MAWPS contains 2373 MWPs, and ASDiv-A contains 1218 MWPs of arithmetic problems. SVAMP, the dataset created by making variations on both MAWPS and ASDiv-A, contains 1000 MWPs. All of these datasets are in English. We used SVAMP to check if our methods can reach closer to the ideal model that SVAMP expect by considering each variation type, and used MAWPS and ASDiv-A to check whether or not our method can solve existing MWPs generally well. For SVAMP, models are trained on the combined dataset of MAWPS, ASDiv-A, and little amount of the SVAMP then

| Table II: Result of each model for benchmark datasets |
|---------------------------------|---|---|---|
| Graph2Tree | MAWPS | ASDIV | SVAMP |
| Graph2Tree + $z_q$ | 88.1 | 80.0 | 64.5 |
| Graph2Tree + $G_{dep}$ | 89.0 | 81.2 | 65.7 |
| Graph2Tree + $G_{soft}$ | 89.5 | 81.2 | 65.2 |
| Graph2Tree + $G_{graph}$ | 89.4 | 81.4 | 66.6 |

| Table III: Result of Graph2Tree models in variation categories |
|---------------------------------|---|---|
| Question Sensitivity | 49.8 | 57.0 |
| Reasoning Ability | 64.0 | 67.8 |
| Structural Invariance | 62.2 | 62.6 |
tested purely on SVAMP data that are not used when training, as it is provided on its benchmark. We used 5-fold cross-validation for evaluation and used the solution accuracy as the evaluation metric.

V. RESULTS

We have conducted experiments over five different types of model to compare our proposed methodologies. First, Graph2Tree is an original model proposed by Zhang et al. [15]. Secondly, Graph2Tree + $z_q$ is the model that question embedding $z_q$ is added along with $z_g$. Third, Graph2Tree + $G_{dep}$ is one that Dependency Graph is constructed along with other two graphs of Quantity Cell Graphs and Quantity Comparison Graph. Fourth, Graph2Tree + $G_{soft}$ changes the original Quantity Cell Graphs to Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph. Lastly, Graph2Tree$^+$ is the one that combines all the methods we propose: Graph2Tree + $z_q + G_{dep} + G_{soft}$.

A. Overall Results

Table II shows the solution accuracy measured on benchmark datasets of MAWPS, ASDIV-A, and SVAMP. From the result, we can observe that the Graph2Tree$^+$ achieved the highest accuracy in every benchmark against other models including original Graph2Tree. This indicates that our graph can surely solve the MWP well, and outperforms the original Graph2Tree, which records state-of-the-art before. Also, we could see that all models which three methods are each applied achieved better results than Graph2Tree, meaning all three methods are effective for overall performance.

B. Results based on Variation Type

To observe whether or not each of our methods works effectively for the variation type that SVAMP suggested, we measured the solution accuracy for each of the variation type they made. Each large categories contains three smaller types of variations. Table III and Table IV shows measured solution accuracy of each variation categories in SVAMP dataset.

1) Question Sensitivity: For Question Sensitivity, we can observe that Graph2Tree$^+$ got better accuracy score than original Graph2Tree model, with difference of 7.2%. This shows that our proposed model can relate information given by the question more than the original when generating equation. Also, we could see that the Graph2Tree with $z_q$ got the highest average result as expected. This shows that the question embedding is effectively working by letting model to generate equation conditioned on the information from question sentence.

2) Reasoning Ability: For Reasoning Ability, Graph2Tree$^+$ got 3.8% higher solution accuracy score compared with Graph2Tree, meaning that our proposed methods actually help model to capture the reasoning of problem text. When comparing with other methods and baseline, Graph2Tree with $G_{soft}$ scored highest accuracy. We assume this is because that the $G_{soft}$ let model to connect surroundings of quantity-related word and thus can gain more semantic information for reasoning.

3) Structural Invariance: For Structural Invariance, Graph2Tree$^+$ got higher score than Graph2Tree with difference of 0.4%, and Graph2Tree with $G_{dep}$ got the highest average score than other two methods. This indicates that Dependency Graph helps model to understand structural information by giving information of how words are depending on each other, which is related to the structural characteristic of the natural language. However, we can observe that the difference between Graph2Tree and the Graph2Tree with $G_{dep}$ is only 1.5% meaning that Dependency Graph may not enough for model to fully understand the structural information.

VI. CASE STUDY

To check the difference between Graph2Tree model and Graph2Tree$^+$ more sophisticatedly, we carried out a case study. The results of case studies are shown in Table V. In Case 1, the model is required to relate the “peaches” that are in “green” and “red”, not “yellow”. Graph2Tree$^+$ extracted this successfully from the question by retrieving numbers of “71” and “8”, not “7” which is about “yellow peaches”. However, Graph2Tree failed to extract the information and considered “7” as a part of the equation.

In case 2, Graph2Tree and Graph2Tree$^+$ generate different results in the type of operation they used. In this question, the model needs to understand the sequence of “collects”, “threw away”, and “has” for calculating the number of “bottle caps”. Graph2Tree generated a wrong result by using “+” whereas...
Graph2Tree+ generated the right result of using “-”. This indicates that Graph2Tree+ understands how reasoning works in the body text.

In Case 3, irrelevant information is added into the body text: “39 bottle caps”. Because question asks the number of “wrappers”, the model should ignore any numbers that are not relevant to it. Unlike Graph2Tree, Graph2Tree+ understands this and obtained a correct result.

VII. RELATED WORK

Math Word Problem (MWP) is the task of converting short natural language sentences into the simple mathematical equation and solution. The MWP task includes number word problems [22], logic puzzle problems [23], arithmetic word problems [24], [25], algebra word problems [26]–[28], and geometry word problems [29], and have drawn interests from lots of researchers.

Previous MWP methods can be largely categorized into pattern matching based [30]–[34], statistical machine learning based [35]–[37], and semantic parsing based [28], [38], [39]. They were mainly evaluated on small size of datasets, and tend to show low performance on large datasets [40]. To address this problem, recent works employ deep learning based models including recursive neural networks [16], sequence-to-sequence [1], multi-head attentions [41], tree-structure decoders [3], [4], graph-to-tree [12], [15], and graph transformers [13], [14].

Graph representation learning, which uses semantic embedding learning of Graph Neural Networks (GNN), is a research field that has recently attracted attention [5], [6]. GNN has shown a good performance with various structure such as sequence-to-graph [42], graph-to-sequence [43], tree-to-tree [44], graph-to-tree [45], and graph-to-graph [46]. Furthermore, a graph attention network [7] combined with a self-attention-based transformer that performed well in tasks such as neural machine translation [10] and language modeling [48] generated good results in knowledge graph-to-text tasks. Another transformer architecture is the graph transformer [2], which extends the vanilla multi-head attention mechanism to a relation-enhanced global attention mechanism.

In this paper, we propose an improved version of Graph-to-Tree model [15], Graph2Tree+. We applied three methods to the original model: constructing additional Dependency Graph, improving Quantity Cell Graph into Softly Expanded Quantity Cell Graph, and introducing question embedding. We conducted experiments on three benchmarks of MAWPS, ASDiv-A, and SVAMP, and obtained higher solution accuracy score than state-of-the-art baseline, Graph2Tree. Also, we showed that our methods can effectively deal with the problems even when the question, the structure, or information of the given MWP sentence is modified. We hope that more methods to consider both the linguistic properties and the mathematical properties, such as structural information of the natural language and commutative law of the mathematical equation.
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